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But he had only known of it afterwards. And who could
have foreseen anything so mad as this Ruhr business, or
realised the slack confidence of his colleagues in this con-
founded fellow ? The words " gross negligence " appeared
' close up * before his eyes. What if an action lay against
the Board ! Gross negligence ! At his age and with his
reputation ! Why ! The thing was plain as a pikestaff ;
for omitting a limit of liability this chap had got his com-
mission ! Ten per cent, probably, on all that business—
he must have netted thousands ! A man must be in Queer
Street indeed to take a risk like that! But conscious that
his fancy was running on, Soames rose, and turned his
back. The action suggested another. Simulate anger,
draw some sign from that fellow's self-control! He turned
again, and said pettishly: " What on earth were you
about, Mr. Manager, when you allowed these contracts to
go through without limit of liability ? A man of your
experience ! What was your motive ? "
A slight narrowing of the eyes, a slight compression of
the lips. He had relied on the word ' motive,' but the
fellow passed it by.
" For such high premiums as we have been getting, Mr.
Forsyte, a limited liability was not possible. This is a
most outrageous development, and I'm afraid it must be
considered just bad luck."
" Unfortunately," said Soames, " there's no such thing
as luck in properly regulated assurance, as we shall find, or
I'm much mistaken. I shouldn't be surprised if an action
lay against the Board for gross negligence ! "
That had got the chairman's goat!—Got his goat ? What
expressions they used nowadays ! Or did it mean the
opposite ? One never knew ! But as for Elderson—he
seemed to Soames to be merely counterfeiting a certain
flusteration. Futile to attempt to spring anything out of a

